
Patagonia is a region of mystery and striking diversity, one of the precious few places on

the planet where the array of natural beauty still defies humankind’s imagination.

Stretching for about 386,000 square miles on both the Argentine and Chilean sides of the

Andes Mountains, Patagonia is a place where fiords, glaciers, coastal rainforests, dry steppes,

pristine lakes, and rushing rivers can all be found within a short distance of each other.

The wild rivers of Patagonia are highly regarded for
eco-adventures – the Futalefu, Baker, Pascua and
other rivers are a daunting challenge for even the most
experienced river runners. Introduced trout species
have flourished in Patagonia, attracting fly fishermen
from around the world. Hikers and campers have
made Patagonia’s ecotourism industry a rapidly grow-
ing source of income for the local economy. 

Now, the Spanish company Endesa is planning to
build hydroelectric dams on two of Patagonia’s best-
preserved rivers, the Baker and Pascua. According to
Endesa, eleven potential sites in the province of Aysén
will be evaluated, and the company is expected to
select at least four dams with a total installed generat-
ing capacity of 2,800 MW. The total cost of the proj-
ects would exceed US$2.5 billion, plus an additional
US$1.5 billion to construct transmission lines more
than 1,800 miles long to connect the remote region to
the national power grid. Hydro-Quebec’s subsidiary,
Transelec, has begun a feasibility study into the trans-
mission line construction. The Canadian mining com-
pany Falconbridge has also recently announced plans
for a large hydro dam on the Cuervo River, to provide
energy for metals processing.

FLOODING THE VALLEYS OF AYSÉN

The most probable sites for Endesa’s dams include
two sites on the Baker River, one at the confluence of
the Chacabuco and the Baker, and another further
downstream at a spectacular river canyon called the

Saltón. The dams would flood the most fertile farming
and ranching lands in the valley, and would form an
enormous pool of stagnant water reaching to the
Bertrand Lake, from which the Baker springs. The
Baker River region is considered a priority for conser-
vation, and the region of steppes and mountains hosts
some of the last habitat of the huemul deer, a symbol
of Patagonia, in addition to the guanaco, a relative of
the llama, and the Chilean river otter. The predators of
Patagonia - the condor and puma – are also found in
this region. 

The potential dam sites on the Pascua River are adja-
cent to the Northern Ice Field, a glacier extending for
1,600 square miles and a vast freshwater reserve. One
of the dams would be built at the outflow of the
O’Higgins Lake, a deep glacial lake with high aquatic
biodiversity. The dams on the Pascua would also
flood areas of temperate rainforest. 

While the population of Aysén is relatively sparse, and
therefore the numbers of people affected relatively
small, the dams would flood the region’s best ranch-
ing and agricultural lands, tearing apart the fabric of
rural life in Patagonia.

Endesa has begun feasibility studies in the region, and
the company says it hopes to carry out environmental
impact studies next year. The dams would be complet-
ed between 2012 and 2018. Falconbridge says it is in
talks with Endesa about forming a partnership to build
the Cuervo River dam.
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PATAGONIA’S WILD RIVERS
UNDER SIEGE

Rio Baker at its source. Photo Glenn Switkes, IRN

 



INTERNATIONAL RIVERS NETWORK

RIVERS FOR SALE

During the Pinochet dictatorship Endesa, then a Chilean state
company, was awarded “non-consumptive” water rights to
95% of the stream flow of Patagonia’s major rivers. This perm-
itted Endesa to exploit the power of
Patagonia’s rivers for hydroelectric ener-
gy. In 1988, Endesa was privatized, and
the new company, controlled by Spanish
investors, succeeded in building two dams
on Chile’s Biobio River after a bitter
decade-long fight, displacing indigenous
Pehuenche communities and causing
serious environmental damage to high
mountain valleys. Chile’s new water law
requires Endesa and other holders of
water rights in Patagonia to use their
rights by 2012, or begin paying royalties
to the government, which will greatly
decrease the profitability of new dam
projects in the region.

Endesa is currently the subject of hostile
takeover bids by another Spanish compa-
ny, Gas Natural, and the German energy
conglomerate E.On. It is expected that  no
matter which company ends up victori-
ous, Endesa will continue to push for the
construction of dams in Patagonia, cash-
ing in on Endesa’s water rights. Hydro
Quebec has also been negotiating the sale
of its controlling interest in Transelec,
making the future of Patagonia’s rivers subject to negotiations
in corporate board rooms, out of the hands of the Chilean people. 

DOES CHILE NEED THE ENERGY OF PATAGONIA’S RIVERS?

Chile’s economy has traditionally been dependent on mining and
mineral processing, activities which require enormous quantities
of electricity, with copper processing alone accounting for one-
quarter of the nation’s electricity consumption. The country has
more recently been seen as vulnerable to cuts in natural gas
imported from Argentina. Official estimates are that electricity
consumption, which grew at more than 9% per year during the
1990s, will experience a 7% growth rate in the coming years. A
new Chilean energy law mandates that energy efficiency be inte-
grated into Chile’s national energy planning, and estimates are
that at least 10 to 15% of the additional energy the country
needs over the next decade can be obtained through energy effi-
ciency measures. Chilean NGOs have proposed alternative plans
for meeting Chile’s energy needs through cogeneration, and
renewable energy sources such as geothermal, wind, and smaller
run-of-river dams. 

AYSÉN: A LIFE RESERVE THAT DESERVES PROTECTION 

In recognition of the enormous potential of ecotourism, environ-
mentalists and political leaders in Chilean Patagonia have pro-

posed preserving the region as a “Life Reserve”, and are organ-
izing against plans to dam and mine the region.  In 2003, an
international campaign succeeded in stopping plans by the
Canadian company Noranda to develop the Alumysa hydroelec-

tric dam and aluminum smelter complex
in Patagonian fiords and rainforests.

Chilean environmentalists are organizing
in opposition to Endesa’s plans, which
they say would deal a heavy blow to the
burgeoning ecotourism industry and
would cause significant impacts to fragile
ecosystems and protected areas. 

As an initial step in confronting Endesa’s
plans, environmentalists teamed up with
local residents in Aysén to file official
petitions with Chile’s Superintendent of
Electricity and Fuels, challenging
Endesa’s application for permission to
conduct feasibility studies for dams on the
Baker and Pascua Rivers. More than 200
opposition petitions were filed. Activists
have formed organizations at the local,
regional, and national levels in opposition
to damming the rivers of Patagonia, and
international organizations are offering
their support for the effort to keep
Patagonia’s rivers pristine.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

Only by making the world aware of the urgent importance of
defending Patagonia can we hope to keep its pristine rivers
undammed. Your help is needed to get the word out, and to let
Chile’s leaders know that protecting Patagonia’s rivers must be
made a priority!

Write to the new Chilean President, Michelle Bachelet, indicat-
ing your opposition to Endesa’s plans to dam the rivers of
Patagonia. Go to www.irn.org/action to send an email directly to
President Bachelet. 

Dams proposed for the rivers of Patagonia
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ORGANIZATIONS FIGHTING DAMS IN PATAGONIA

Ecosistemas comunicaciones@ecosistemas.cl
www.ecosistemas.cl

Codeff Aisen aisen-rv@entelchile.net
www.aisenreservadevida.cl

Agrupación en Defensa de la Spiritualidad de Patagonia
cgarridomoneva@hotmail.com 

Programa Chile Sustentable comunicaciones@chilesustentable.net
www.chilesustentable.net

IRN Latin America Program   glenns@superig.com.br
www.irn.org
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